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Peter Altenberg's Ashantee (1897)
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In their 2003 article “Wiedergeburt Europas,” Jürgen Habermas and
Jacques Derrida promote with regard to Europe’s pluricultural future: “die
Anerkennung von Differenzen—die gegenseitige Anerkennung des anderen in
seiner Andersheit” (33). Yet, while the newly united Europe is celebrating its
multiculturalism and diversity, eighteen million Blacks in Europe, about 10,000 of
them living in Vienna, are rarely perceived as part of this new community but
instead find themselves a marginalized minority.
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Inspired by postcolonial theory, African Studies,
and African-American Studies, scholars of European
history, culture and literature have begun to rediscover
the rather neglected history of Black Europe
and its relationship to European colonialism in Africa
(see Sauer; www.boehlau.at). In addition, current
debates about the challenges of multicultural co-
existence in the global era have inspired renewed
interest in past literary treatments of communication
between Europeans and people of other racial and
cultural backgrounds.

Admittedly, the multinational Habsburg Empire had no overseas colonies.
Yet, the ethnically diverse society of turn-of-the-century Vienna inspired a lively
discourse about the construction of individual, ethnic, and national identities
through differentiation between Self and Other. Furthermore, as Walter Sauer
demonstrates in k.und k. kolonial, Austria-Hungary clearly had an interest in
colonies but was not successful in obtaining any; it condoned and supported
European colonialism through foreign policy and scientific excursions and
actively participated in the colonial discourse.1

ALTENBERG, ASHANTEE (1897) and the 1896/97 ASHANTI EXHIBITS

It is in this context that I have rediscovered Peter
Altenberg’s collection of thirty-eight impressionistic
autobiographical sketches entitled Ashantee (1897). In
them, the author describes his friendly relationship with
a group of Ashanti tribespeople from the Gold Coast of
Africa (the former British colony known today as Ghana)
who had been installed a year earlier in the Vienna
Zoological Garden, then still located in the Prater, as
living objects in a popular ethnographic exhibit.2

(“Peter Altenberg,” Austria Guide,
http://www.werbeka.com/ffha/ab.htm)
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(Africa 1892, SFS Inc, 2002,
http://www.livgenmi.com/gardiner66.htm)3

(Reichspost (Friday, August 7, 1896): 195,
Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Vienna)

The first Ashanti exhibit ran from July to October 1896 and caused a
veritable “Aschanti-Fieber” among the Viennese as the show attracted
approximately 500,000 visitors, 5,000-6,000 per day. The financial success of
this particular exhibit saved the Tiergarten from ruin and the Ashanti were hired
back in 1897.

Ideologically, the location of the Tiergarten (Zoological Garden; “Tier” =
German for animal) was not
chosen by mere coincidence. In
the guise of an educational
anthropological experience, the
“Völkerschau” (ethnographic
exhibit) allowed the Viennese to
view “the primitive other” under
supposedly authentic conditions
and to congratulate themselves
on their own higher state of
civilization. The main fascination,
however, lay not in the
anthropological experience, but in
the eroticism of the exotic.

(Ashanti village, Wiener Bilder II .20 (16.5.1897): 3.
Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Vienna)
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(Ashanti village, drawing by Wilhelm Gause, 1897. Wien Museum, Vienna)

Scholars (see bibliography) have emphasized Altenberg’s “sympathetic
treatment” of the Africans “as an expression of utmost tolerance in the racially-
charged atmosphere of the time” (Scott 39; also Barker and Foster). And this
much is true: Altenberg’s
depiction of the Europe-touring
Africans is characterized by
genuine curiosity about cultural
difference, severe criticism of
his Austrian contemporaries’
dehumanizing prejudices, and
compassion with the Ashanti in
a cold Vienna summer. At the
same time, the visual and
almost tactile quality of the
literary text corresponds with
the eroticizing and objectifying
treatment the African women            (Ashanti village school, drawing by  Wilhelm Gause,

receive in the reality of the Prater.  1897.  Wien Museum, Vienna)

The text’s inherent white male gaze and the physical touch of Altenberg’s
literary double Sir Peter, while well-meaning and presented in the light of
protective paternalism, seem to invade the African women’s naked bodies just as
much as contemporary colonialists invaded defenseless geographical borders
and appropriated foreign territories.
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(Kitchen in the Ashanti village,
Wiener Bilder II.20 (16.5.1897): 4,

Österreichische
Nationalbibliothek, Vienna)

(Ashanti village, dance
performance, drawing

by Wilhelm Gause, 1897,
Wien Museum, Vienna)

Moreover, Altenberg constructs the African
women as a beautiful, childlike, emotional, natural,
and wholesome female Other who provides
inspiration for the tormented civilized soul of the male
Western/European/ Austrian Self. This idealization is
reminiscent of both the German Romantics’
essentializing and idealizing construction of woman
as the fragmented man’s harmonious savior and the
primitivist discourse which is, according to Marianna
Torgovnick, “fundamental to the Western sense of
Self and Other” (8). It furthermore resembles what
Susanne Zantop calls “colonial fantasies of sexual
bliss [which] cloaked obsessions with appropriation in
cross-cultural, cross-racial romances” (3).

(Nâh-Badûh 1896, Altenberg’s favorite Ashanti woman. Wien Museum, Vienna)
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In a letter to a friend, Altenberg writes about his favorite Ashanti woman
Nâh-Badûh:

meine geliebte kleine schwarze Freundin bringt mich in Welten, wo es
keine Leiden gibt, sondern nur seeliges Genießen. Wenn ich sie bei mir
behalten könnte, sie kaufen, sie erziehen außerhalb der Convention, in
ihrer süßen Wildheit, ihrer Grazie. [...] Meine Kleine, welche in ihrer Hütte
aus einem schwarzen Topf mit den Händen die Brocken fischt, ißt bei mir
mit Messer und Gabel. [...] Alle [Aschanti] sind munter. So war es im
Paradies. Nackte, wunderbar gewachsene, freie Menschen mit Frieden.
Ich lerne viel dort. Bei den Ärmsten ist das Himmelreich. [...] Elende Tiere
der Cultur, [...] ein Abgrund trennt sie von Euch, Ihr frechen dummen
eitlen verlogenen feigen Bestien!! (Altenberg to Anni Holitscher, August
11, 1896, cit. Kosler 164-65)

Altenberg’s self-centered admiration of the
“primitive” African “Paradieses-Menschen,” as he
calls them, implies both a hierarchy between the
“cultured” Europeans and “natural” Africans and,
more importantly, a lack of sincere interest in the
Africans’ actual circumstances. The text makes
little mention of asymmetric power relations
between Austrians and Ashanti and none of the
military struggle the Ashanti faced—in the very
year 1895/96—with the British colonial power in
West Africa when the British governor publicly
humiliated and exiled the Asante King and his
powerful female co-regent. Altenberg was
obviously unaware of the important political,
economic and social positions Asante women
have traditionally held in their society.

(“Ideal meiner exotischen Träume,”
photograph on the wall of Altenberg’s
 room in the Grabenhotel. Wien
Museum, Vienna)       

 (Asantehemaa, Ashanti Queen4;
http://www.guide2womenleaders.com/womeninpower/

Womeninpower1700.htm)

 Ironically, Altenberg’s collection Wie ich es sehe (1896)
contains a text entitled “Une femme est un état de notre âme”
(a woman is a state of our soul) (Gesammelte Werke 1:312-
13). Altenberg and his character Sir Peter remain essentially
tied to their own “soul,” to their mental and cultural
environment, and are thus captives of the colonialist perspective the work
ostensibly sets out to attack. The Other—be it an African or a woman or
both—seems relevant mostly as an impression on and a projection of the
European/Austrian Self.
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(Altenberg und Ashanti
woman in a Vienna café.
Lithograph by Bertha Czegka
 1902; cover of Altenberg-Almanach
1987, Löcker Verlag, Vienna)

(Peter Altenberg at the
Café Central, Vienna 1907,

 “Peter Altenberg,” Austria Guide,
http://www.werbeka.com/ffha/ab.htm)

TEACHING PETER ALTENBERG’S ASHANTEE

I have read and discussed (in German) selected passages of Peter
Altenberg’s Ashantee (1897) with third- and forth-year German students (mostly
German (double) majors and some minors) in a three-week unit called “Self and
Other.” The unit is part of a German-taught course entitled “Fiction, Frictions,
Fun(ctions): German-language  Literature between Entertainment and Social
Commentary.” The course usually attracts eight to twelve students and is offered
at a large research university with a predominantly white student population, in
the Northeast of the U.S. In a fourteen-week semester, class meets twice a week
for 75 minutes in a hi-tech room equipped with a document camera and the
facility to project power point presentations on a good size screen. Visual
representations of Africans by European photographers and artists around 1900
help students understand the text within its historical context.

The students’ proficiency levels in German range from intermediate mid to
advanced low/mid. Students read an average of six pages for each session and
are provided focus questions for each reading. Group projects, student
presentations, and writing assignments help contextualize the text and generate
lively class discussions.

1. RECOMMENDED USE IN OTHER COURSES
Reading Ashantee in German in any German/Austrian literature and/or
culture course at the advanced undergraduate or graduate levels, e.g.,
v Germans/Austrians in Africa, Blacks in German-speaking Cultures:

Colonial and Postcolonial Perspectives
v Self and Other in German-language Literature
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v Race, Gender and Multiculturalism in German-language Literature and
Culture

v Turn-of-the-Century Vienna

Reading short individual sketches of Ashantee in German-across-the-
curriculum discussion sections linked to courses in other disciplines, e.g.,
v Central European History (history)
v Austrian History, or: Habsburg Monarchy (history)
v The African-European Experience (African studies, European studies)
v Black Europe (African studies, European studies)
v European Impressionism (art history)
v The Other in European Art (art history)
v Postcolonial Approaches to Literature (comparative literary and cultural

studies)

Reading Ashantee in English translation
(provided my translation and edition will be published)
v in any English-taught courses about the literatures or cultures of the

German-speaking countries
v in any of the above mentioned courses in other disciplines

2. LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Objectives re. Language Learning (intermediate mid to advanced
low/mid)
v reading a longer literary text
v speaking: posing questions; answering questions; summarizing

episodes; describing characters, situations, and pictures; stating
opinions about form, content, and context; structuring and presenting
contextual information

v writing (see much of the above)
v listening to one another during class discussions, project preparation,

and presentations

Objectives re. Literature
v getting to know an autobiographical genre
v differentiating between author, narrator, character
v identifying Erzählperspektiven
v understanding literary terms such as Prosaminiaturen,

Stimmungsmalerei, Altenberg’s “Telegramm-Stil der Seele”
v differentiating subjective perspectives vs. objective documentation

(Altenberg’s impressionistic text vs. documentations of the actual
exhibit)

Objectives re. Content and Context
v Analyzing and comparing literary (Altenberg, possibly Rilke) and visual

(photo, art) representations of Africans by Europeans around 1900
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against the backdrop of underlying cultural perspectives and the
historical context

v critically investigating aspects of the history of Black Europe and
perceptions of Africans in Austria

v learning about racist, colonialist, sexist discourse in turn-of-the-century
Vienna/Austria

v familiarizing themselves with and critically investigating the binaries of
colonial discourse, e.g., white/black, culture/nature,
civilization/primitivism, mind/body, male/female, subject/object,
self/other, familiar/exotic, European/non-European,
power/powerlessness

Objectives re. Personalization / General Education
v gaining a historical perspective: comparing cross-racial/cultural/gender

perspectives in 1897 Ashantee to challenges in cross-
racial/cultural/gender dialog in our own lives, time, and society

v investigating the challenges of and contradictions in cross-cultural
dialog (e.g., Altenberg’s anti-racism and tolerance on one hand, and
Eurocentrism and sexism on the other)

v recognizing race as a social construct and investigating its historical
roots within the context of colonialist discourse

v becoming aware of one’s own cultural, racial, ethnic, religious, gender
identity and biases and learning to appreciate the values and traditions
of “others”

3.  METHODOLOGICAL OBJECTIVES
v integrating the study of literature, culture, and language
v interdisciplinary (contextualizing the literary text by linking it to history

and art)
v student-centered / project-oriented

CONTEXTUALIZATION:  TEACHING ACTIVITIES FOR ASHANTEE

Reading Altenberg’s Ashantee may serve as an opportunity to investigate
a variety of topics that illuminate the text’s historical context. In turn, knowing
elements of the context enhances understanding the text.

The cluster diagram below illustrates possible approaches to a
sociocultural reading of Peter Altenberg’s Ashantee. Information on individual
topic areas may be provided by the instructor or researched and presented by
groups of students (see below “Examples of contextualization through individual
and group projects”). By pooling information, both text and context become more
transparent and relevant to the students as 21st-century readers.
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1. CONTEXTUALIZATION IN CLASS DISCUSSIONS: THEMES AND
MATERIALS

Colonialism:
v Who were the major colonial powers?
v Purposes and effects of colonialism?
v Austria-Hungary a colonial power?
v Austria-Hungary a multinational state?

Vienna around 1900:
v Capital of the multinational Habsburg Empire
v Almost two million inhabitants: 30% from Bohemia (400.000 Czechs), 12%

foreigners, 10% Jews
v 1895: Karl Lueger becomes mayor: racism/anti-Semitism is increasingly

used as a unifying force across class boundaries

Ashantee

Peter
Altenberg

colonialism

terms in
postcolonial theory

19th-c ethnography:
“Völkerschauen”

multinational
Austria-Hungary

Ashanti
Asante/Ghana

Contemporary visual
depictions of Africans

students’
personalization

turn-of-the-century
Vienna

CONTEXTUALIZATION:           “Expert” Group Projects

Pooling Info

         Presenting in
         simple German
         w/visuals
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Information about Peter Altenberg’s biography can be found:
v Altenberg, Peter. Expedition in den Alltag. Gesammelte Skizzen 1895-

1898. Gesammelte Werk  in fünf Bänden. Ed. Werner J. Schweiger. Wien
and Frankfurt/M.: Löcker/S. Fischer, 1987. 1:377-81.

And via www.google.com, e.g.:
v http://gutenberg.spiegel.de/autoren/altenbrg.htm
v http://www.litencyc.com/php/speople.php?rec=true&UID=5806
v http://www.aeiou.at/aeiou.encyclop.a/a374643.htm
v http://www.ebook-bibliothek.org/?page=cat&catid=46
v http://www.werbeka.com/ffha/ab.htm
v http://www.viennatouristguide.at/ab.htm

2. CONTEXTUALIZATION THROUGH INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP PROJECTS

Before and during reading Altenberg’s Ashantee, students engage in
individual and/or group projects. “Expert” groups gather information on their
topics in the library, on the web, or use material provided by the instructor. They
present their findings in simple German in class and, whenever appropriate,
highlight important elements by providing visuals and/or power point slides. Since
not all students have access to the same contextualizing information, they need
to carefully present their expertise and listen to one another. The class then
relates the information to Altenberg’s Ashantee.

a. Large or small projects may include:
v selected terms in postcolonial theory
v 19th-century ethnographic exhibits
v Vienna around 1900: multinational Empire, Karl Lueger, racism, anti-

Semitism, etc.
v Jung Wien
v Kaffeehauskultur
v Impressionism
v Peter Altenberg
v Asante around 1900; history of Ghana
v depiction of African women in European art around 1900, e.g., Manet,

Picasso, German Expressionism (Max Pechstein and Irma Stern). Find
visuals through www.google.com — images.

b. Pooling information on terms/concepts from postcolonial theory
“Expert” groups are provided one or two quotes, interpret them, and

present their explanation/interpretation in simple German to the class. The class
discusses the content and validity of the theoretical statement/concept and then
relates it to Altenberg’s text.
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About Othering (see PowerPoint slide):
“This universal practice of designating in one’s mind a familiar space
which is ‘ours’ and an unfamiliar space beyond ‘ours’ which is ‘theirs’ is a
way of making geographical [and cultural, KvH] distinctions that can be
entirely arbitrary” (Edward Said, Orientalism 54).

“Mache nur nicht gleich solche Abgründe zwischen uns und ihnen. [...]
Glaubst Du, weil das dumme Volk sich über sie stellt, sie behandelt wie
exotische Tiere?! Warum?! Weil ihre Epidermis dunkle Pigment-Zellen
enthält?!” (Altenberg, Ashantee 234)

Primitivist Discourse and Racism (see PowerPoint slide):
“Primitives are like children, the tropes say. Primitives are mystics, in tune
with nature [...], free. Primitives exist at the ‘lowest cultural levels’; ‘we
occupy the ‘highest’” (Marianna Torgovnick, Gone Primitive 8)

“[Racism is] … any action, practice, or belief that reflects the racial world
view—the ideology that humans are divided into separate and exclusive
biological entities called ‘races,’ that there is a causal link between
inherited physical traits and traits of personality, intellect, morality, and
other cultural behavioral features, and that some races are innately
superior to others” (Encyclopedia Britannica).

“Neger sind Kinder. [....] Wie die süße stumme Natur sind Neger. Dich
bringen sie zum Tönen, während sie selbst musiklos sind. [...] Etwas sind
sie, was uns zum Tönen bringt, die Kapellmeister unseres Symphonie-
Orchesters. Sie selbst spielen kein Instrument, sie dirigieren unsere
Seele” (Altenberg, Ashantee 245).

The White Male Gaze (see PowerPoint slide):
“In a world ordered by sexual imbalance, pleasure in looking has been
split between active/male and passive/female. […] Woman displayed as
sexual object is the leitmotif of erotic spectacle” (Laura Mulvey, “Visual
Pleasures” 33)

“Like everything in culture, looking relations are determined by history,
tradition, power hierarchies, politics, economics. Looking is power” “It
symbolizes ways of being toward others, ways of expressing domination.”
“It is the oppressive structure of the objectifying gaze and the reliance on
(superficial) exterior bodily signs (like skin color) that feed prejudice and
hate” (Ann Kaplan, Looking at the Other 4 and 299).

“Tíoko […] legt den dünnen … Kattun über ihre wunderbaren hellbraunen
Brüste, welche sonst in Freiheit und Schönheit lebten, wie Gott sie
geschaffen hat, dem edlen Männer-Auge ein Bild der
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Weltvollkommenheiten gebend, ein Ideal an Kraft und Blüte” (Altenberg,
Ashantee 236)

MORE STUDENT ACTIVITIES

1. READING
Students read an average of six pages for each session. Reading

assignments / study guides follow the general pattern of pre-reading, reading
(e.g., closed questions, marking passages), post-reading (open questions)
activities.

a.  Building an overriding focus for readings and discussions
    (students collect quotes):
v What kinds of images of the Ashanti does the text present? In which light

are they presented?
v In which way does the text criticize the commercialization of the Ashanti

exhibit and racist prejudices?
v To which extent is character Sir Peter a mediator between Ashanti and the

Viennese? And the author?
v To which extent does the text promote cultural tolerance and cross-

cultural understanding and dialog?
v To which extent does the text display Eurocentric, racist, sexist

perspectives?
v Does the text of 1897 have anything to do with you, a 21st-century reader?

b. Reading assignments that help describing characters.
The results are collected on the board.

“Wie sind/verhalten sich …?”
Ashanti Sir Peter Viennese
unbekümmert verstehend ignorant
sanft mitfühlend borniert
erotisch/nackt angeregt arrogant
friedlich hilfsbereit
vertrauensselig vermittelnd verachtend
anschmiegsam von sich überzeugt neugierig
anspruchslos tolerant rassistisch
einfach selbstbezogen angeekelt
frei sexuell
natürlich interessiert

“Was machen …?”
kochen beobachtet beobachten
trommeln besucht kaufen
sprechen Sprachen unterhält sich wollen Frauen kaufen
tanzen lernt Odji ergreifen Besitz
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putzen schenkt
verkaufen greift an
frieren gibt Auskunft
weinen lautlos
fordern Geschenke

2. CLASS  AND WRITING ASSIGNMENTS
(serving as either preparation or assessment or both)

a. Class activities may include students ...
v bringing three questions (in writing) to every class period
v summarizing episodes of Ashantee
v describing characters of Ashantee, their perspectives and interests
v describing selected visuals and finding matching quotes in Ashantee
v roleplaying episodes of Ashantee, e.g., “Gespräch” (237-38); “Souper”

(242-44); “Brief aus Akkra” (only 248-49); “L’homme médiocre” (257-59).
v inventing fictitious situations between the text’s characters, e.g.,

conversation between Sir Peter and the Viennese who demonstrates a
condescending attitude toward Akolé (250); conversation based on
“Complications” (251-52); conversation between Sir Peter and Tíoko after
he left her for Nâh-Badûh (based on “Le Coeur” 263-65); conversation
between Altenberg and Anni Holitscher about Nâh-Badûh (see attached
letter); conversation of Ashanti women about Sir Peter (based on “Brief
aus Akkra” 248-49 or “Le Coeur” 263-65), conversation between an
Ashanti and a Viennese about costums (based on “Ehebruch,” “Prügel,”
“Mitgift,” and “Erbfolge” (260-62).

v elaborating on Wortfeld or Wortfamilie, e.g.,
- sehen, Blick, Perspektive, wahrnehmen ...
- kaufen, besitzen, in Besitz nehmen, ...
- Neger(in), Mohr(in), Schwarze(r), Afro-…

b. Writing assignments (best after class discussions of the respective topics)
These may include:

v describing a particular episode from the perspective of one of the
characters involved

v letter from an Ashanti woman (Monambô, Tíoko, or Nâh-Badûh) to Sir
Peter and vice versa;

v report of an Ashanti about his/her time in Vienna (to fellow Ashantis in
Asante);

v newspaper article by a Viennese about ...;
v creative writing: you are in a time machine and visit 1896 Vienna: what do

you experience/observe/do/say to people?
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3.  WHAT TO DO WITH VISUALS
(see list of PowerPoint slides in Appendix)

Photographs and drawings of the 1896/97 Ashanti exhibits in Vienna help
students envision the situations portrayed in Altenberg’s Ashantee.
Contemporary art work (Monet, Picasso) contextualizes the fascination with and
eroticization of Africans around 1900. In class,

v visuals help introduce to the concept of “Völkerschau” (announcement of
Vienna exhibit; photos of the Vienna Ashanti village; Wilhelm Gause’s
drawings of the Vienna Ashanti village)

v students describe the images
v students match visuals to particular text passages or, in turn, connect text

passages to specific images, e.g.,
ÿ photo of the Ashanti village in Vienna:

- “Ritterlichkeit” (262-63), “Palaver (Rat der Männer)” (266-68)
ÿ Gause’s drawing of the Vienna Ashanti village:

- “Gespräch” (237-38), “Akolé” (250)
ÿ Gause’s drawing of the Vienna Ashanti school:

- “The School” (238-39), “Einmaleins” (240)
ÿ photo of the Vienna Ashanti kitchen:

- “Die Hütten” (241), “Souper” (242-44)
ÿ Gause’s drawing of Ashanti women dancing at the Vienna Ashanti

exhibit:
- “Souper” (242-44), “L’homme médiocre” (257-59)

ÿ photo of Nâh-Badûh:
- “Ein Brief aus Wien / Übersetzung von ‘Ein Brief aus Wien’” (254-

56), “Prinzessin in Grün” (257), “Le Coeur” (263-65), “Der
Tag des Abschieds” / “Le Départ pour l’Afrique” (268-69)

- Altenberg’s letter to Anni Holitscher, August 16, 1896 (see
appendix).

ÿ 1897 book cover of Ashantee by Peter Altenberg:
- Any scene portraying naked Ashanti women, e.g., “Der

Hofmeister” (only 236), “Souper” (242-44),
v Manet’s “Olympia” (1863): black pussycat links female sexuality with

African women.
v Picasso’s “Olympia” (1901) alludes to Manet’s “Olympia” and associates a

black woman with prostitution
v Picasso’s famous painting “Les demoiselles d’Avignon” (1907) equally

associates black women with prostitution.

4. ASSESSMENT
Most of the assessment takes place throughout the unit:
v Participation in class discussions
v Homework and writing assignments (see student activities)
v Individual and/or group projects and presentations
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v A final discussion may serve as both wrap-up session and assessment:
- What will you take home from this unit?
- What may the function of Altenberg’s Ashantee have been for the author,
the Viennese audience, the Ashanti? What thoughts did the text trigger in
you?

IN CONCLUSION: CHALLENGES AND REWARDS

According to my experience, it is important to
v take into consideration students’ attention span which allows maximal 3

weeks for actually reading Ashantee. Therefore, I recommend reading
only selected episodes rather than the entire text.

v secure text comprehension at the plot level
v encourage students to discuss complex thoughts and opinions in simple

German and express themselves despite the limitations of their linguistic
abilities in German

v channel students’ initial outrage at the text’s racist and sexist elements
and help them develop a historical perspective

v help students understand the difference between author, narrator, and
character when talking about Altenberg, the narrator, and the character Sir
Peter

v use visuals to make Altenberg’s text come alive and contextualize it
v personalize the discussion and have students connect the 1897 text to

their 21st-century lives regarding, e.g., cross-gender, cross-racial, cross-
cultural relations they have observed or encountered in their own
country/community or during their travels.

The teacher’s happy triumph:
Several of my students have selected Ashantee and its 1897 cultural context for
their theses, senior theses, or projects in history, Women’s studies, and
anthropology.

NOTES
                                                            

1 According to Sauer, Austria-Hungary has unjustifiably created the myth of
a European power that had voluntarily refrained from getting involved in
the messy business of colonialism and therefore did not have to apologize
for any human rights violations in its context. “[Erobert habe] Österreich
die Welt durch die Musik [und nicht durch Machtpolitik],” wrote sociologist
August M. Knoll in 1947 (cit. Sauer, k. und k. kolonial 7).
2  All visuals are included as PowerPoint Slides.
3  At the request of the website creator: “The maps used are courtesy of
the MARDOS Memorial Library www.MemorialLibrary.com hosted by
www.USGenNet.org and first and only 501 (c) (3) host for historical and
genealogical sites; all donations are tax deductible.”
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4   “1700-ca. 1750 1st Asantehemaa Nana Nyarko Kusi Amoa of Asante
(Ghana)

There are different interpretation [sic] of the role of the Queen
Mother of the Asante, but it seems that she held the important office of
"ohemaa" - the second highest political position in the state. Theoretically
an Ashanti Queen Mother was next to the king in the sense that she
automatically took upon the king's responsibilities should a condition arise
which made it later for the latter to administer. She was a full member and
co-President of the governing body and she took part in all important
decisions. She was de facto royal co-ordinator and possessed traditional
legitimacy in determining the right successor to the stool of the Ashanti
King. She exercised a general supervisory authority over women but did
not in fact represent the overall interest of the women. Nyaaako was
mother of king Opoku Ware I (1720-50) and the 4th Asantahemaa Konadu
Yaadom I, who was in office. (Ca.1778-1809)”
(Worldwide Guide to Women in Leadership: Women in Power 1700-1740.

http://www.guide2womenleaders.com/womeninpower/Womeninpower1700.htm)
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APPENDIX:  Other Texts on Ashantee

Rainer Maria Rilke,
“Die Aschanti (Jardin d’acclimatation)” (1902/03)

Keine Vision von fremden Ländern,
kein Gefühl von braunen Frauen, die
tanzen aus den fallenden Gewändern.

Keine wilde fremde Melodie,
Keine Lieder, die vom Blute stammten,
und klein Blut, das aus den Tiefen schrie.

Keine braunen Mädchen, die sich samten
breiteten in Tropenmüdigkeit;
keine Augen, die wie Waffen flammten,
und die Munde zum Gelächter breit.
Und ein wunderliches Sich-verstehen
mit der hellen Menschen Eitelkeit.

Und mir war so bange hinzusehen.

O wie sind die Tiere so viel treuer,
die in Gittern auf und niedergehn,
ohne Eintracht mit dem Treiben neuer
fremder Dinge, die sie nicht verstehen;
und sie brennen wie ein stilles Feuer
leise aus und sinken in sich ein,
teilnahmslos dem neuen Abenteuer
und mit ihrem grossen Blut allein

(Werke 150)
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Peter Altenberg über  Nâh-Badûh:

“[...] meine geliebte kleine schwarze Freundin bringt mich in Welten, wo es
keine Leiden gibt, sondern nur seeliges Genießen. Wenn ich sie bei mir
behalten könnte, sie kaufen, sie erziehen außerhalb der Convention, in
ihrer süßen Wildheit, ihrer Grazie. [...] Meine Kleine, welche in ihrer Hütte
aus einem schwarzen Topf mit den Händen die Brocken fischt, ißt bei mir
mit Messer und Gabel [...]. Sie weiß, daß ich sie liebe. [...] Sie [...] beklagt
sich bei mir über die Leute, welche sie ununterbrochen sekiren und sie
wie ein Thierchen behandeln. [...] Obzwar sie nur ein kleines Leintuch aus
blaulila Leinwand trägt und ihr dieses hundertmal herunterrutscht, habe
ich ihren wundervoll gebauten Leib noch nie ganz nackt gesehen [...]. Alle
[Aschanti] sind munter. So war es im Paradiese. Nackte, wunderbar
gewachsene, freie Menschen mit Frieden. Ich lerne viel dort. Bei den
Ärmsten ist das Himmelreich. [...] Elende Tiere der Cultur, ich verstehe es,
daß Ihr diese ‘Menschen’ nicht als Euresgleichen ansehet!! Nein, ein
Abgrund trennt sie von Euch, Ihr frechen dummen eitlen verlogenen
feigen Bestien!!!”

(an Anni Holitscher, 11. August, 1896, cit. Kosler 164-65)

Rassismus und Antisemitismus in der Wiener Presse

“Fetisch-Tanz

Die Fetisch-Tänze der Ashanti-Wilden,
Die jetzt für Wien die great attraction bilden,
Nennt uns’re Judenpresse “unvergleichlich”.
Wir aber finden, wie auch leicht aufzeiglich
In nächster Nähe ein Vergleichsobjekt.
Seht doch nur, wie ‘so schein wie kaner’
Im Kaftan der Galizianer
Die Beine schleudert und sie wieder streckt,
Im tollen Tanze um ein Fetisch-Their,
Das gold’ne Kalb, den alten Apis-Stier!”

(Kikeriki, 8. Oktober, 1896)
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LIST OF POWER POINT SLIDES

v Austria-Hungary & Colonialism

v Cover page of Peter Altenberg’s Ashantee

v Historical map of Africa 1892

v Newspaper advertisement of the Ashanti exhibit in the Vienna Tiergarten,

1896

v Photo “Häuptling der Aschantis mit seinem Hofstaat” (1897)

v Vienna Ashanti village, drawing by Wilhelm Gause, 1897

v Vienna Ashanti village school, drawing by Wilhelm Gause, 1897

v Photo “Vor der Aschanti-Küche” (1897)

v Vienna Ashanti dance performance, drawing by Wilhelm Gause, 1897

v Photo of Nâh-Badûh (1896)

v Photo “Ideal meiner exotischen Träume”

v Photo Altenberg im Café Central, 1907, and lithograph of Altenberg with

Ashanti woman in a Vienna café (Bertha Czegka, 1902)

v quote: “Wir dürfen nichts anziehen ...” from Altenberg’s Ashantee

v About Othering: quotes by Edward Said and from Altenberg’s Ashantee

v Primitivist discourse: quotes by Marianna Torgovnick and from Altenberg’s

Ashantee

v Definition of Racism, Encyclopedia Britannica

v The white/male gaze: quotes by Ann Kaplan and Laura Mulvey and from

Altenberg’s Ashantee

v painting “Olympia” (1863) by Édouard Manet

v drawing “Olympia” (1901) by Pablo Picasso

v painting “Les desmoiselles d’Avignon” (1907) by Pablo Picasso
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Challenges of Cross-Cultural Dialog:
The African Other in Peter Altenberg's Ashantee (1897)

Katharina von Hammerstein, University of Connecticut

Abstract
Inspired by postcolonial theory, African Studies, and African-American Studies, scholars of European,
including Austrian, history, culture and literature have begun to rediscover the neglected history of Black
Europe and its relationship to European colonialism. Peter Altenberg's autobiographical collection
Ashantee about West Africans exhibited in the Vienna Tiergarten in 1896/97 inspires a critical analysis
of the contradictory nature of cross-racial encounters and colonial discourse around 1900. My
three-week unit for third and forth-year German literature/culture courses can, in segments, also be
used in German-across-the-curriculum courses or, in English, in comparative literature, arts, history,
women's studies, or anthropology courses that touch upon African-European relations. My
interdisciplinary and learner-centered unit integrates the study of literature, culture and language,
contextualizes Altenberg's literary text, and provides photos and art work about the Vienna Ashanti
exhibits in PowerPoint format. It encourages students to reflect upon the challenges of cross-cultural and
cross-racial relations while getting acquainted with a less traveled path to turn-of-the-century Vienna.
[Pp. 1-22] 
     (Abstract and article copyright KvH; contact von.hammerstein@uconn.edu) 
     [article PDF (16.5 MB)] [PowerPoint in English (33 MB)] [PowerPoint in German (33 MB)]
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